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About This Game

The King has been kidnapped, and the land of Reynard is under siege! Gather a party, and travel your way to different lands
on a quest to re-seal an ancient evil. MazeQuest is a throwback to the 16 bit RPG era, with colorful 2d graphics and top-down

turn based combat. The game is designed to be simple for casual players, but with rich storylines, and strategy to satisfy the
most diehard RPG buffs!

Some features include:

-Over 40 unique character classes, some will join and some will fight you.
-A hex based combat positioning system.

-A novel and finely tuned skill system with over 40 skills, each can be leveled up
-Over 20 spells with their own unique particle effect animations.

-Over 10 different weapon types, each with different advantages / drawbacks.
-Choose your starting character from 4 unique classes and build them in any way you want.

-Explore, loot and fight your way through 5 different lands, each with unique enemies and bosses.
-A well balanced financial system. You must buy equipment, potions and skill books, but you will

only have so much money. Spending your money wisely is key to success!
-No Advertisements, Pop-ups, or In-App purchases. You get the full game.
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maze quest 2. maize quest 2018

For as long as I can remember, I\u2019ve always wondered\u2026 Can a Wild Bear drift a racing car?

Were it not for Strangely Named Studios\u2019 aptly named Bears Can\u2019t Drift!? I may never have known!

Gameplay

There is no story to follow in this game, it\u2019s just straight up gameplay. From the main menu you are thrust into a
\u2018Hub\u2019 level. As the name suggests, this is where you will be spending most of your time during this game.
From here, you can access each individual level, change the gameplay mode, change the colour of your bear and add
other players \u2013 or if you so wish, you can simply drive around at your own leisure!

You have the option to play on of three different game modes at the moment, Single Race, Time Trial and Checkpoint.

Single Race and Time Trial should be fairly self-explanatory. Single Race puts you up against 11 other racers as you
complete a basic three lap race over varying race courses. Time Trial is similar, however there are no other racers! It
sees you take to the race track on your own as you try and record your fastest laps possible.

This brings us to the final mode: Checkpoint. Contrary to the name, this is not a checkpoint based race mode.
Checkpoint is essentially a Battle Arena game mode where you compete with other racers to gather the most picnic
baskets with whoever fills their food-meter, and thus become the fattest bear, first being the victor. Think something
along the lines of Mario Kart\u2019s Balloon Battle, but instead of just destroying the other racers balloon, you take it
off them.

There are 4 different pickups provided in each game mode too, your standard speed boosts and weapons to cause
trouble to your opponents. Nothing too different here in this, but that\u2019s not necessarily a bad thing \u2013 there
are only so many items you can have in a kart racer!

Each of these modes can be played with AI opponents and up to three friends, with BCD!? supporting up to 4 player
splitscreen. As of writing this review, this is the only form of multiplayer as developers Strangely Named Studios have
yet to add in an online multiplayer mode. It is worth noting however, that this is still a game in development. With this
in mind, it is highly possible we might see this feature added in the future. Bears Can\u2019t Drift!? still makes for an
extremely fun party game however, thanks to its addition of local multiplayer \u2013 something that until recent years
seemed to be dying a slow death.

Graphics

Bears Can\u2019t Drift!? was developed using the Unreal Engine 4, one of the most powerful and visually impressive
game engines on the market. As such, this game looks incredible. Even running on my mid-range gaming PC, this game
looks better than most of other games currently sat in my Steam library.

In Conclusion

Overall, this game is definitely worth checking out. As mentioned before, this game is far from being finished, but
what we do have right now is more than enough to suffice \u2013 especially when you consider its cheap price tag.

Splitscreen Multiplayer is where this game shines, and it can provide hours of fun for a group of friends.

I actually had the chance to meet the developer at the recent Eurogamer Expo in Birmingham, UK and he assured me
much more was to come!

Overall, 8\/10. A must buy if you enjoy local competitive multiplayer.. This game feels like it was made for Google
Cardboard. Graphics are bad, the draw distance is like 15ft in front of you. The gameplay leaves a lot to be desired. I
actually feel games like this do a disservice to the VR platform. Don't waste your time.. Saw TheRPGMinx play the
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first chapter of this and it was an instant buy. At first it gives off a bit of a 'Papers Please' vibe with you calling in each
patient but instead of judging the people, you have to figure out how to treat each new aliment. It's got it's own charm
and it very forgiving letting you retreat a patient if they die as many times as you need, though the achievements for
'play without anyone dying' and 'play without getting hurt or anyone dying' do bump the diffuculty quite a bit. I'm
working on getting them but the game is enjoyable enough without focusing on perfection.

My biggest complaint with the game is the 'music' mechanic. You have to listen closely to the notes given to you and
then push the buttons in order to progress. This is probably fine for people that are good with identifying music by ear
but for the most part I just hit the buttons until they were highlighted correctly. It's not too much of a problem but
with a time limit, it can be a little annoying. Fortunately, this music mechanic isn't used in the 'boss rush' at the end
which is good since the timelimit is super tight there.

In any case, I loved the game and have already played it a few times all the way through.. Its a very fun game. It's
pretty but it doesn't support any of the VR controllers thus you have to sit and use your keyboard and mouse to move.
Also, this is one of the very few games that made me very motion sick :(. Best money I've ever spent on Steam. Highly
recommended for controller users.
This review was written using Controller Companion with an Xbox One Elite controller.. This game is wonderfully
addicting. Brings first person shooter to a progressive wave format. It is still early in development and already a blast,
cant wait to see what the devs release next.
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Really, really big thumbs-up fot this DLC. New steam-based technology for orcs and tinkering system are adding wholly new
level of gameplay, and playing as Orc race can give player new viewpoint.

Pros:
SteamTech - Guns and Saws. Powered by steam !
Tinkering - Dozens of small items which adds bonuses to items, with style similar to Demonologist. But you can enhance every
item !
Orcs - Play as the "bad guy" !

Cons:
Only 3 races and limited class access.
DLC is fairly new, so some "helpers" like ZOmnibus pack are not fully compatible and can throw errors.

Conclusion:
This DLC really worth that money. Try it, you will not regret it.. N.E.R.O.: Nothing Ever Remains Obscure

This is such a beautiful and a story-rich game. I´ve had a lot of fun playing it!

I recommend it for sure!. For skilled Undyne fighters ;D. Great game with awesome soundtrack! Totally recommend it!!!. A
beautiful casual puzzle game. The acheivements are equally gorgeous. <3. It's f*cking hard :D. If you have patience, maybe
enjoy this great idea, bad executed game.. Wothless. So much for the mighty vikings. My military loses almost every battle and
even though i have Iron and horses i am unable to produce knights or other mounted units. Even with tons of gold I cannot
research new tech and i am still shooting muskets while my enemies are using jets.. great game but:
i think this game can use more detail, also it would be nicer to have new airports and new types of challenges. another thing that
would make this game better is adding emergencys and new plane types/ airlines
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